Brown to stress Wisc. primary

(Continued from page 1)
Senator Baker was very pleased with his third place finish, especially since Bush did so poorly. Bush's defeat may convince people that there is the alternative Bush as a moderate, and Baker's support may increase in the near future.

Rep. John Anderson was also pleased with his finish, this being the first time he has finished in double figures. Bush's defeat should help bring in sorely-needed funds for his campaign. It also should make his candidacy seem more credible, an important factor with Anderson planning to finish very high in next week's Massachusetts primary.

Momentum looked for

(Continued from page 0)
They explained that not enough campaign offices said they feel the momentum to his candidacy seems more credible, an important factor with Anderson planning to finish very high in next week's Massachusetts primary. Neglecting all the准备工作 before then. While this may insure a good finish for Bush in that state, more than one-fourth of all the delegates will be chosen by then and his campaign may fall into oblivion before then. This leaves Kennedy as the only credible challenge to Carter, and Kennedy is having a great deal of problems keeping his challenge credible.

None of the candidates has what might even be considered a small lead in delegates to the national conventions, though, and only a miniscule amount of delegates have yet been picked. It is the big states that really matter in an election year, and since they will be coming up in a few weeks, the campaign will soon become do-or-die. In about a month, we should have a good idea who the next candidates for the presidency will be.

****************
Nesher travel

Boston's Israel Specialist wants you to save money! Air fares are going up again. If you are thinking of going to Israel or Europe, purchase your tickets now and save. For example, fly to Athens round trip for only $482 and then hop over to Israel round-trip for $159 more. For free information on how to take advantage of these maybe once in a lifetime buys, call Nesher Travel. 734-3100

Boston's Israel Experts

*************

She was married at 13.
She had four kids by the time she was 20.
She's been hungry and poor.
She's been loved and cheated on.
She became a singer and a star because it was the only way she knew to survive.

Coal Miner's Daughter

Sissy Spacek, Tommy Lee Jones
"TOUL MINERS DAUGHTER"
also starring BEVERLY DANGELO, LEVON HELM. Screenplay by TOM RICKMAN
Based on the Autobiography by LORETTA LYNN with GEORGE VECSEY
Executive Producer BOB LARSON Produced by BERNARD SCHWARTZ
Directed by MICHAEL APTEK

A UNIVERSAL PICTURE

Opening March 7 at a theatre near you